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Finley wrote what he calls a practical guide for those who want to practice Christian-based meditation. Christianity has a long tradition of meditation, going back to the Desert Fathers of the 3rd century, and Finley is useful in clearly explaining the goals of meditation practice. It first clarifies the misconception that meditation should lead us to an esoteric
realization goal where we have some kind of transcendent view of God. There is nothing about meditation that Ta Finley wrote what he calls a practical guide for those who want to practice Christian-based meditation. Christianity has a long tradition of meditation, going back to the Desert Fathers of the 3rd century, and Finley is useful in clearly explaining the
goals of meditation practice. It first clarifies the misconception that meditation should lead us to an esoteric realization goal where we have some kind of transcendent view of God. There is nothing about meditation that takes us anywhere other than the immediacy of the present moment. The problem is, of course, that we rarely live in the present moment for
a long time. Occasionally yes, like when we experience something amazing outside of our normal experience, like fleeting moments of beauty, or tragedies like a death. Most of the time we are immersed in remembering the past or anticipating the future, both are linked to our own consciousness of the ego. The goal of meditation is to exist in the present
moment, to be in a state where we are aware of our surroundings, but not consciously thinking of them. Certainly, concepts of the past and the future will slide unannounced in our consciousness, and we must not resist them, but let them pass, as they inevitably will, unless we are daydreaming or obsessed with them. For an uninitiated observer, the answer
may well be, so you're just to sit there and think about nothing? Why don't you go to sleep? Sleep is a state of unconsciousness, nothing like meditation that is about consciousness and consciousness. Thinking about nothing is not the goal; is to be aware, yes, but in an intuitive nonconceptual way. There are specific measures that can be taken to bring this
state of non-intellectual testimony to simply exist. One is to focus on deep breathing, another is to be sitting upright, comfortable, but not overly relaxed, and simply be aware of your surroundings. Your senses may come into play, especially your sense of hearing, but Finley thinks it's best to keep your eyes closed, as visual stimulation can be very disturbing
and lead you to egocentric thinking. Meditation contains a lot of effort - Finley suggests that twenty minutes or more is a reasonable period of time to practice meditation. As for God's experience, it depends on what is meant by God. For Finley God will never be experienced by a person who has picked up his own ego, as most of us are. Meditation replaces
the ego with an awareness that in a world infinitely full of things simultaneously existing, live and inert. If a person practices meditation, and he or she needs to practice, he or she will reach that consciousness, if often or rarely is not out of point. Patience is also part of the practice of meditation, the perception that the ego cannot simply turn on and off a non-
ego activity. Frustrating and dry stretches are expected; there are no shortcuts in meditation practice, no scoreboard on how well we are doing. When an individual understands, to the extent that he is capable, this activity that is designed to increase awareness of what it means to be alive, then, in a way, they will have seen God, not a theistic god who is out
of his creation, but who is defined by the infinite details of his existence. The ultimate purpose of meditation is to move the individual toward a more authentic, less selfish and ego-oriented consciousness, and in this sense become more like Christ. ... more If you are interested in Christian meditation, then you may also be interested in getting properly
equipped. You may not even know where to start, and you're looking for expert advice. And if you want to delve into knowledge and training about Christian meditation, then some books may seem like a good idea. Where can I find Christian meditation training? Christian meditation training can be found around the world in retreat centers and training centers.
These are considered on-site training. You can also find Christian meditation training online. This is training with a curriculum and an online community around you as you walk the Christian meditation journey. Books are also useful resources for learning to meditate as a Christian. We have compiled a list for each category of Christian meditation training. The
three categories are On-Site, Online and Books. Christian meditation training on site There are Christian meditation training centers located all over the world. Below, we list three examples to give you an idea of where to start. You may even be interested in these particular centers, and we hope you are inspired by them. 1. Spiritual Deepening for the Twelve
Weekends Global Transformation Program for Inner Stillness, Compassion, Unity &amp; Hope is the message of this Christian mediation training. This program seems to desire a deep community in the midst of meditation. This program not only focuses on meditation, but also focuses on global transformation and spiritual deepening. This program spans
over three years, with each year having four weekends of training. It is located in Willard, Wisconsin and is $1,700 per year. This Christian meditation training offers: A thoughtful blend of study, contemplation, dialogue and community. Guidance and support to explore a rich life Skills to meet the challenges of life with a depth of understanding and
compassion. Opportunities to transform, heal and create a life of depth and grace for his own good and for the good of the world. 2. Nidra Guided Certification of Christian Yoga Meditation Training is described; Learn how we can help heal the world and bring others into God's presence through the ancient healing modality of Guided Nidra. Located in
Carlsbad, CA, this one-day program is only $99. If you want to know more about Nidra Yoga, click here. This Christian meditation training offers: Bible Combination and Yoga while teaching that meditation is a biblical practice This program will take you through the practice of nidra yoga and the word of God. This training, in essence, is yoga full of Scripture.
Breakfast is included. Training Supplements and Nidra ManualRegistered YogaFaith Meditation and Trainer Certification Nidra GuidedConnected to your family 3. God Getaways Christian Meditation and Healing Retreat These Christian meditation retreats have attracted Christians from all over the world who are interested in learning to meditate, deepen
their practice, approach God and find inner healing. This is a 10-day training program in Lamothe-Goas, France and costs $1,795. This Christian meditation training offers: Daily meditation and instructionsGentle Christ-centered yoga workoutsDaily workshops and retreat workbookOn excursions and transportation for sightseeing in nearby cities, markets, etc.
Transportation to and from the breakfast, lunch and dinner retreat center9 nights online accommodation Christian Meditation Training Online Christian Meditation Training is becoming increasingly popular. This is largely due to its accessibility and lower cost. It is also convenient to do it in your own home. Online, you will be guided in many ways during your
meditation training. 1. The School of Meditation – An Introduction to Christian Meditation The description of this course says: The story of how meditation was rediscovered within the Christian tradition as a form of contemplative prayer and how it is practiced by many Christians around the world. This is an introduction to Christian meditation. This means that
the course will cover all the main topics of the theme. Some of the main topics covered include; what is Christian meditation?, Rediscovering Tradition and Forms of Prayer. The leader of this course, John Main OSB, considers these themes fundamental to understanding Christian meditation. This course will not only help you understand the subject, but will
also help you make meditation a regular practice. 2. Mini Course of Christian Meditation to Transform Your Life Restore your peace of mind, reduce stress and draw closer to God, is the heart of this training. This training is not just about Christian meditation, but it's about making your meditation impactful, effective, and regularly practiced. Another highlight of
this training is the help in reducing stress, the desire to give you tranquility and the goal be closer to God. All can be the result of Christian meditation. This Christian meditation training offers: students will learn about the transformative power of Christian meditation. How to develop a regular Christian meditation morning routine. As Christian meditations
deepen their relationship with God.Various types of meditation and how to meditate as a Christian. 3. Respecting in the Christian Meditation Course of Christ Are you ready to deepen your practice or teach others the transforming power of Christian meditation? If so, then this Christian meditation program may be right for you. This program consists of 10
separate modules. Each has its own theme, and guided meditations. The goal is for mediation to be a tool that can be used for the rest of your life to get closer to God. This Christian Meditation Training Offers: Reduce stressdraw closer to GodPromote HealingEnjoy Peace of MindRelieve Pain &amp; SufferingBuild a Spiritual Foundation Christian Meditation
Training Books Are a wonderful way to train yourself in meditation. These books should equip you to meditate in your own way and inform you about how to meditate. Take a look and read their summaries below. 1. Christian Meditation: Experiencing the Presence of God – James Finley The book summary: Christian Meditation introduces an ancient practice
to a contemporary audience. James Finley, a former monk, and student of Thomas Merton presents the foundations of understanding and practice of Christian meditation. It provides simple and useful instructions, in addition to explaining the deepest connection with the divine that meditation can bring. Above all, he makes it clear that the goal of meditation is
to enable us to experience divine contemplation—the presence of God. 2. Transforming your life of thought: Christian meditation into focus – Sarah Geringer The book summary: Your mind is under attack. Thousands of thoughts fly through our minds every day, many of them negative. And Satan knows how susceptible we are to these negative thoughts
that leave us frustrated and feeling defeated. However, the practice of Christian meditation can help us find victory in these spiritual battles. Transforming your thinking life offers guided meditations and personal examples that will help you train your mind to be grounded in the Word of God. Each chapter examines a particular type of negative thought pattern
and provides key Bible verses and prayers to defend strongly against it. Day after day, as you hide the Word of God in your heart and mind, you will draw closer to the heart and mind of God. 3. In the Silent Earth: A Guide to the Christian Practice of Contemplation – Martin Laird The summary of the book: Sitting in silence, the practice of meditation and the
cultivation of consciousness are commonly thought of as the preservations of Hindus and Buddhists. Martin Laird shows that the Christian tradition of contemplation has its own refined in using a word of prayer to concentrate mind, mind, with breathing to cultivate stillness and the practice of internal surveillance or consciousness. But this book is not a mere
historical survey of these teachings. In Into the Silent Land, we see the ancient wisdom of the Christian East and the West brought abruptly to endure the modern longing of radical openness to God in the depths of the heart. Heart.
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